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Plain English summary

Health surveys, such as the Cancer Patient Experience Survey (CPES), often include ‘free-text’ questions.
There is no easy way to summarise these, so NHS trusts use them in ad hoc ways. The CPES collects

over 70,000 free-text answers each year. An automated approach was developed to analyse these,
called rule-based information retrieval, or ‘text engineering’. This approach sorts comments into themes.
A website was also developed that summarises the number of comments patients make on each theme
in the CPES. Theme names can be clicked on to show original comments. Associated information pages
were added, so the overall website is called an information ‘toolkit’. Linking automated text analysis with a
toolkit like this is novel and helps health-care teams to consider the comments and make improvements to
the patient experience as a result.

Rule-based information retrieval depends on word lists and word-finding rules. A mix of ‘stakeholders’
(patients, partners, carers and NHS staff) were asked to send us ideas on words to include, for example,
outcomes of health care that might have been overlooked. Health staff and patients then met and talked
together in specially designed workshops to help us to develop the toolkit in ways that were meaningful
for both patients and staff. These groups also decided on the toolkit theme names and ranked them by
importance.

The rule-based information retrieval approach is over 80% accurate in sorting CPES free text into themes;
this is very good, because even two humans sorting data into themes often do not reach better agreement
than this. The approach does not perform very well with free text from a survey that focuses on issues of
daily life rather than health services, but it was believed that, with further work, this approach can be made
as accurate for this and other surveys.

A specially designed health economics survey was used to explore what features of the toolkit health-care
professionals preferred, and to value the toolkit. The toolkit was tested on 13 staff members in three UK
NHS trusts (in Leeds, London and Wessex), who considered it to be very useful. The toolkit will be freely
available via a Southampton website for health service use. The information retrieval process will be
available for a small amount of money to cover maintenance costs (keeping it updated) and the costs of
necessary continued information retrieval work.
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